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You’re My (Super)hero
By Alan B. Lazowski (Chairman & Chief Executive Officer)
This edition of LAZ Connected is in
celebration of our 2016 company theme
of “Make A Difference.” Before I begin, on
behalf of the partners and myself, I want to
thank each and every LAZ Family member
for doing just that, making a difference.
Whether you are aware or not, as an
employee of this company and as a member
of this family, you have made a difference in
our lives. Just like the Superheroes featured
on the cover of this magazine, each one of
you is a superhero to us. The dedication,
drive, passion and commitment you have to
LAZ are just some of the reasons we have become the fastest growing parking
company in the country. The unwavering support, compassion and LAZ spirit
you exemplify every day (on and off the job) is what sets our company apart
from the rest and we sincerely thank you for that.
In this issue, we are featuring ways that LAZ has stayed true to our 2016 theme
and made a difference across all facets of the company. From articles that
show how we have made a difference in the lives of our customers and clients,
to articles that explain how LAZ has (and will continue to) make a difference
in YOUR lives, the lives of our employees. We are also highlighting the winners
of our 2016 LAZ Innovation Awards, a true display of the difference we are
making and the trails we are blazing in the parking industry and in the world
as a whole! You will even find articles celebrating specific individuals at LAZ
who have made a difference in the growth and success of this company, like
the newest addition to our Airport market segment, Robin Williams, General
Manager of the Sacramento Airport, and our 2016 Hall-of-Fame Inductee,
Ray Skoglund! I would personally like to thank Ray for being a true friend and
mentor and for all he has done for this company since 1999 when he joined
us.
At LAZ, we invest in the human spirit and we take pride in that. Parking may
be our industry but people are our passion. Our people, our customers, our
clients - this is why we get out of bed every morning. To make a difference. In
the spirit of the Thanksgiving holiday that is upon us, I truly thank all of you for
making a difference in my life and the lives you touch everyday. Whether you
are valeting a car, managing a garage, power washing a surface lot, answering
the phones, securing new business opportunities or anything in between,
know that you are making a difference in someones life and for that I will be
forever grateful. I wish you and your families a Happy Thanksgiving.
Big hugs and GO LAZ!

Cover Photo:
Connecticut Children’s Medical
Center - Hartford, CT
It’s a bird! It’s a plane! It’s…LAZ
Superheroes!
As you can see, we have
Superheroes featured on the
cover. However, these aren’t
your average Superheroes,
they’re LAZ employees from the
Connecticut Children’s Medical
Center on Superhero Day; a day
where caped crusaders take
a break from fighting crime to
visit patients who are fighting
battles of their own.
As you’re reading this issue,
you’ll see that the articles
revolve around our 2016
company theme - “Make A
Difference”. So, who better to
feature on the cover than LAZ
Superheroes who did just that?
Mike Nascimento, GM of
Healthcare Services, purchased
costumes for his team to partake
in this special day. They acted in
true LAZ spirit, putting smiles
on the faces of sick children and
their families, and showed that
they sincerely cared about the
patient experience and making
a difference. Mike took home a
2016 Innovation Award for his
incredible efforts. You can read
more about this innovation and
about the other award winners
on page 08.
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HALL OF
By Nathan Owen (CFO)

I

n 2009, LAZ created the LAZ Hall of Fame and each year
one, and only one, employee is inducted. The employee
chosen is someone who truly exemplifies The LAZ Way.
If you have ever had the pleasure to work with this year’s
inductee, you’ll agree that Ray Skoglund is hands-down a
LAZ Hall of Famer. Ray, our Treasurer, joined LAZ in 1999
and we can’t imagine the Home Office without him.

Growing from only 98 locations and several hundred employees
when Ray joined us, he has been instrumental in laying the
foundations for LAZ Parking’s tremendous growth. He has done
this by developing the Home Office infrastructure to support
and sustain repeated years of double-digit growth.
I first met Ray Skoglund in June 2007 during the financial and
tax due diligence prior to VINCI Park’s (now Indigo’s) partnership
with LAZ Parking when I was working for Deloitte. There were
concerns that LAZ Parking’s financial information was unaudited
and concerns to whether the back office infrastructure could

handle
the
growth
ahead of it. On the very
first page of Deloitte’s
Executive Summary, I
wrote that the CFO, Ray
Skoglund, appeared to
be key to the financial
organization.
And
because Ray was close to retirement, his replacement would
likely be a critical factor. At that time, I could never have
imagined that Ray would be having so much fun at LAZ that
nine years later we would still have the pleasure of his company!
Nor could I have imagined that I would be the one trying to fill his
shoes! Ray’s professionalism and integrity provided a high level
of reassurance when I was on the outside looking in 9 years ago,
and today continues to instill confidence in our stakeholders.
Ray is a true partner in parking and epitomizes The LAZ Way with
his passion for people as well as our business. Ray’s sense of fun
is well known and he plays a leading role in any Fun Committee
events within the office – it never takes much persuading for
him to dress up in a costume nor to get on the dance floor! Ray
provided ongoing support and guidance to me personally as I
transitioned into my new role and responsibilities. More recently,
Ray mentored our new Deputy Treasurer, Henry Pierz, along with
many other new members of the LAZ Family. Ray continues to
make a difference for LAZ and LAZ family members. As our
Treasurer he has overseen the transition and highly successful
partnership with Wells Fargo to fund our growth, as well as the
rollout of our Self-Insured Health and Workers Compensation
Insurance Programs while continuing to secure the best Liability
Insurance policies possible.
Ray, you are a true LAZ Hall of Famer. We love you and thank
you from the bottom of our hearts for all you have done and
continue to do for LAZ!
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Ray is a true partner in parking
and epitomizes The LAZ Way
with his passion for people as
well as our business.
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One-on-One
with Robin
Williams
By Mary Johnson (Corporate Culture Consultant)

[
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8.7 MILLION
Did you know that
more than 8.7 million
travelers pass through
SMF every year?

]

“

LAZ Parking began managing our parking
and shuttle businesses at Sacramento
International Airport on April 1, 2016. Under
the leadership of Robin Williams, LAZ
brought high energy and commitment to
our customers. Robin brings a wealth of
experience in parking leadership and most
importantly significant experience managing
airport parking. Robin has quickly become
part of the SMF airport team focused on
quality customer service. Robin and the LAZ
team, which of course includes First Transit
who provides shuttle bus services, are off to
a great start. We believe the quality of service
to our parking and shuttle customers will
continue to soar under Robin’s leadership.
Larry Fleshman, Client - Airport Manager
Parking and Ground Transportation

Until recently, airport parking has been an untapped market for LAZ. LAZFly launched
in Hartford, CT in 2010 followed by Oakland Airport in Oakland, CA in 2012. In 2016,
LAZ took over Sacramento’s International Airport, SMF. Regional Vice President,
Kendra Petty, wisely reached out to a very talented and experienced woman, Robin
Williams, to take the lead as General Manager of this exciting endeavor. Let’s meet
Robin...
MJ: Tell us about your background in airport parking.
RW: I’ve been a woman in airport parking for nearly thirty years! Along with my two
children and two big dogs, I’ve moved all over the U.S. managing airport locations
including Colorado Springs, CO, Palm Beach, FL, Columbus, OH, Atlanta, GA,
Orlando, FL and now most recently Sacramento. In between some of those airport
gigs I also spent time in Madison, WI, Ft. Meyers, FL and Dallas, TX managing those
cities’ street, meter and surface lots. I’ve seen a lot of take-offs and landings!
MJ: Describe what LAZ does at SMF.
RW: We service 20,309 spaces as well as manage all of the ground transportation
shuttles. Our shuttle service is subcontracted to an experienced group, First Transit.
First Transit and LAZ work seamlessly together. Since airports don’t ever close, we
operate 24/7.
MJ: What excited you most about taking on the SMF project?
RW: Even though it required me to move from Dallas, I was so excited to be in at
the ground-level as LAZ begins this new adventure in airport parking. It’s going to
be great for LAZ and great for employees, as it will provide so many opportunities
across the U.S. Plus, it truly delights me to show Sacramento what LAZ is all about!
My team often hears me walking through the airport saying, “I love my job!” Besides
the great SMF team members, our client (County of Sacramento), is wonderful
and so supportive and appreciative of our efforts. In fact, they even attended
LAZification to learn more about The LAZ Way!
MJ: How has LAZ made a difference for the nearly 150 employees at this location?
RW: Many have shared that pre-LAZ they felt unappreciated, but now they feel they
are being listened to...that LAZ has their back and cares about them. Going through
LAZification helped solidify for them that this LAZ spirit is for real! This is a very
seasoned team (with over 1,200 years total tenure at this location) and we’re so
happy they are all now a part of the LAZ Family!
MJ: How has LAZ made a difference in your life?
RW: I love LAZ – it has a small business feel even though it’s BIG.
They treat my team and me like family; we’re not just another
number. LAZ recognizes that each location is unique and we
can create our own environment without micro-managing.
They give us the tools and then stand back so we can make
it happen. I am thrilled that LAZ gave me this
incredible opportunity.
MJ: Please describe your ideal weekend.
RW: I’m a water baby (I was born on the
ocean). So, anything that has to do with
water – from going to the beach or a lake
followed by barbecuing some great
steaks – makes me a happy lady!
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Innovation Nation
By Taylor Evans (Marketing Coordinator)

T

his July, winners traveled from
across LAZ nation to reap the
rewards of their innovative
thinking at the third bi-annual
LAZ Innovation Awards. The
Awards were designed to
reward and celebrate those
who
identify
innovative
ways to efficiently meet LAZ Parking’s
customer and client needs while living up
to The LAZ Way. They also help LAZ share
best practices and encourage others to
come up with great new ideas.
From April to May, we received 115
submissions across six categories: 1)
Going Green, 2) Promoting Safety, 3)
Management / Supervision / Training, 4)
WOWing! the Customers, 5) New Service
Offering and 6) Increasing Revenue /
Decreasing Expenses. A judging panel
chose a winner from each category.
Winners were invited to travel to the
Summer RVP Meeting in Newport, RI
to receive $500, a trophy and the honor
of presenting their innovation to LAZ
Parking partners and executives.
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First, we heard from Mike Akahoshi. Mike
and his teammate, Monica Kittinger,
honed in on reducing our carbon footprint
and brought home the gold in “Going
Green” with a paperless, iPad proposal
that can decrease paper consumption by
nearly 200 pages per presentation and
overall production by nearly 70%.
Next, we heard from three-time winner,
Amy Anderson, who was there THIS
year for her “Promoting Safety” win. Amy
improved safety and reduced claims
in New York / New Jersey through the
creation of “Color Coded Safety Signs”
- universal, color-coded signs that help
employees easily identify and navigate
locations’ hazards.
For the “Management / Supervision /
Training category,” Lisa Bagley spoke on
behalf of her Home Office team - Danielle
Nicolosi, Ricardo Dacosta and Rob
Boscarino. Together, they developed a
method that reduced 600+ individual wire
transfers to a single upload and created
an Excel formula that condensed 1,000+
manually keyed journal entries to two

Make a
HEALTHY
Choice!

Cathy Carney
(LAZ Wellness Coach)

minutes with a simple copy and paste, reducing a $400k variance to $10k+!
In true LAZ fashion, Mike Nascimento shared how his valet team went about “WOWing!
the Customers” at Connecticut Children’s Medical Center. A small investment in quality
superhero costumes led to a BIG payoff. Instead of being greeted by your average valet,
sick children and their families arrived at the hospital to have Spiderman open the door
and Superwoman escort them in and out of the hospital. These LAZ superheroes took
a break from fighting crime to visit patients fighting battles of their own.
Rawan Mumayiz brought down the house as he explained his answer to the question,
“What else can LAZ offer to our customers?” His “New Service Offering” included
monitoring TripAdvisor reviews, compiling feedback pertaining to valet services and
distributing the information to his team on a monthly basis. In doing so, he is able to
track customer satisfaction progress, set goals for more positive feedback and gain
insight into various factors behind how customers interact with his team.
Lastly, Charles Campbell schooled us on “Increasing Revenue / Decreasing Expenses.”
Along with Eric Siskind, Jessica Crane and Roberto Correa, Charles was the first in the
industry to coordinate with multiple technology partners to implement parking violation
payment through multi-space meter equipment. This innovation helped eliminate over
$200k in payroll expenses and contributed to securing a 10-year, $2.5 million lease.
Congratulations to the winners and a big thank you to the LAZ family members who
submitted their innovation ideas as well as my co-judges - Michael Harth, Patrick Ryan,
Robert DeBurro and Steve Gresh. Last, but certainly not least, a HUGE thank you to our
sponsors: CohnReznick, HUB Parking Technology, NuPark, Passport and W.B. Mason.

One of the most important ways
you can make a difference at LAZ is
to care for your health! Historically,
the standard of care in the U.S.
has been a reactive one, often
referred to as a symptom-based
approach. The problem with this is
that lack of symptoms often leads
to lack of care, leaving conditions
unaddressed until it’s too late. This
creates significant dependence
on healthcare providers and often
focuses on managing symptoms,
which typically signify a larger
problem. This dependence is very
costly to our health AND our wallets.
How can we change this? At LAZ,
we offer a variety of resources
to help you care for your health
including free, one-on-one wellness
coaching for employees and their
families.
These
personalized
sessions promote self-awareness
and enable individuals to evolve to
their desired level of wellness. To
book a session, visit LAZ People
and click “Get Coaching”. You can
also schedule a FREE preventative
visit with your doctor. Over time,
such actions will allow you to spend
healthcare dollars in a way that best
suits your needs, decreasing the
probability of a catastrophic illness.
Make a difference in your health
and wellness by scheduling your
coaching session today!

For more information, visit LAZ People and click on “LAZ Innovation Awards.”
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Living
Our
Mission
By Andi Campbell (VP, Human Resources)

Terrance Gilmore
Regional Vice President, PA and
Baltimore
Promoted to Senior Vice President,
PA, Baltimore and Mid-Atlantic
effective May 1, 2016.
Mike Cantu
General Manager, PA
Promoted to Regional Vice
President, PA effective May 1,
2016.

Ahmed Himdi
Operations Manager, PA
Promoted to General Manager, PA
effective May 1, 2016.

Our mission of “creating opportunities for employees and
value for clients” is a constant reminder of how important it
is that we promote our talented people as often as we can. As
part of our plans to support the company’s continued growth,
we had a chance earlier this year to promote some exceptional
people into senior leadership roles at LAZ. Terrance Gilmore,
previously the Regional Vice President for PA and Baltimore,
moved into a new role as Senior Vice President overseeing PA,
Baltimore and the rest of the Mid-Atlantic as of May 1. At the
same time, Mike Cantu was promoted from General Manager,
PA, to Regional Vice President, PA and Ahmed Himdi was
promoted into General Manager, PA. We are all very excited for
Terrance, Mike and Ahmed.
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And, they’re not alone! Everyday we promote employees around
LAZ Nation into new roles that provide them opportunities to
grow with the company (and help the company grow). We
have even launched a new page titled “Living Our Mission”
on LAZ People that is dedicated to recognizing these exciting
announcements as they take place every month.
So, now you might be wondering how YOU can get your car on
the promotion highway. It’s as simple as a few conversations,
a whole lot of self-reflection and some hard work. Start by
having a conversation with your manager about what s/he
thinks you need to do in order to move to the next level. What
skills do you need to learn? What experiences would support
your growth? What do you already do well?
Next, think about where you want to live and what kind of role
you want to have long-term. LAZ Nation is growing and we
have options all over the map (literally)! Are you committed to
where you live currently or would you be open to relocating?
If so, where? What kind of work makes you feel satisfied and
fulfilled everyday? What part of your job inspires the most
passion for you?
Once you’re clear on where you want to go (geographically)
and what kind of role you want, there are resources available
within LAZ University to get you there, including personal
development plans.
It’s important that you keep your profile in the LAZ Talent
Database up-to-date so that we can find you when opportunities
become available. If you’re not sure where to start or have
questions about what to do to next, you can fill out the “Ready
for a Change?” form on the home page of LAZ People or email
our very own talent scout, Marissa Souza (LAZ Parking’s Talent
Acquisition Manager) for help (msouza@lazparking.com).
Let’s GO, let’s GROW!

Making a Difference
Through Talent
Development
Brenda Garcia
(Talent Development Manager)

We recently asked two leaders at LAZ how they make a
difference in developing their staff. Here’s what Joe Caputo,
Portfolio Manager in Los Angeles and Janna Sullivan, General
Manager in the Southeast region had to say:
Joe Caputo, Portfolio Manager - Los Angeles
How do you promote a valet into a Manager within
a 12-month period? You find great people, identify
mentors and you make time. Our Manager in
Training Program (M.I.T) is an in-person, bi-weekly
training course of the top items a manager must
know. The items include customer service, client relations,
team building, event planning, scheduling, payroll, financial
reconciliation, forecasting, LAZ database training, claim
prevention and many other relevant topics. The process has
three main steps:
1.
2.
3.

Be nominated by your Location Manager
Attend classes taught by subject specialist and mentors
Complete homework assignment with Location Manager

Once all classes are completed the attendees receive a
graduation letter and are signed up for additional LAZ U
courses. The results? We’ve graduated 30 leads in two and a
half years, 18 of which are now in manager roles. The benefit?
A culture in which training and development is the foundation
to growth MVP.
Janna Sullivan, General Manager - Southeast
We conduct weekly “Rhythm Meetings” that
are critical to our Charlotte operations. These
meetings provide us with a time to discuss any
concerns, to brainstorm and to share knowledge. In
addition to our weekly meetings, we schedule special
training sessions for budgeting and bookkeeping.
LAZ U is an amazing program and I make sure that we have
someone from North Carolina in every class. I also encourage
my team to participate in any available training that is offered
and I do my best to be in the class too.
While we strive to continue to learn and develop as leaders,
it is also important for us to give back to the community. As
a team, we have cleaned up creeks, made donations to the
domestic violence program in our county and are looking
forward to our Habitat For Humanity event this fall.
As revealed by Joe and Janna, making a
difference can come in many different ways.
Please tell us how you’re making a difference
by posting on the LAZ Nation Tribe.
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Making a Difference
		 for Space in the Future
By Wilfried Thierry (Managing Director - North America & UK, Indigo)
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I

ndigo is much more than a
place to park...it is the most
advanced network dedicated
to individual mobility in the
world. Now operating in 17
countries, Indigo exceeds
global standards (welcoming,
clean and safe parking
facilities) while being able to quickly
adapt to local needs. Indigo continues
to offer a unique perspective and meet
customer needs by developing new
services and implementing cutting
edge technologies. Indigo is aware
that our world is changing quickly
and so is our way of moving around.
This is why they feel it’s imperative to
keep moving forward and launching
audacious projects, with the goal of
maintaining their status as an industry
leader and making a difference for
space in the future.
To increase customer satisfaction,
Indigo has initiated Connecpark, a
new system that provides smart
customer assistance. It offers the
benefits of a person-to-person, 24/7
assistance delivered by trained
professionals,
detailed
revenue
reporting and reconciliation and helps
clients manage their monthly parkers.
The software even includes business
intelligence with the ability to access
car parking data. Already launched
in Canada and Brazil, Connecpark
technologies are currently being
deployed in the United Kingdom and
other European countries.

Business intelligence is not only offered
as a Connecpark service, but also as part
of Indigo’s core expertise to help clients
achieve growth targets and maximize the
revenue potential of their parking estates.
Starting from analyzing data coming
from car parks and related activities such
as reservations and enforcement, Indigo
delivers recommendations to maximize
occupancy and works closely with clients
to optimize all revenue streams. Indigo
provides a complete end-to-end service
for all parking facilities, in all sectors,
including airports, hotels, railway stations,
hospitals as well as on-street and offstreet city center car parks.
To make parking simple and easy, Indigo
has connected more than one hundred
car parks in Paris, France to OPnGO,
their new digital partner. OPnGO is the
first app to bring together public, private
and on-street and off-street parking.
It helps people find the best parking
space in the area, at the best price. The
app indicates space availability and
compares prices, while providing online
booking and monthly subscription
functionalities through mobile payment.
With the app, customers can access
car parks automatically using License
Plate Recognition (LPR) technology. The
deployment is scheduled for this year in
France and throughout Europe and both
North and South America in the 20172020 timeframe.
Even while developing these new
technologies, Indigo continues to expand.

They recently acquired 50% of City Parking
- one of the largest parking operators in
Colombia, South America (also present
in Panama). City Parking conducts
innovative and efficient marketing
strategies such as organizing events in
car parks, installing soccer fields and
other attractions to drive people to their
locations as well as providing incentives
for bikes and motorcycles. Indigo’s
growth also continues in Brazil with more
than 100,000 spaces being operated by
Moving, a company that Indigo acquired
this past summer. Finally, Indigo is also
driving the use of sustainable mobility
with the acquisition of Wattmobile, a
French service that provides electric
vehicles in hotels and train stations.
Indigo is clearly making a difference
through
these
technological
advancements for their clients and
customers, but it doesn’t stop there. They
are making a difference for their 16, 000
employees across the world through the
7th Annual RAID INDIGO 2016. This event,
held on September 22nd, welcomed 270
employees from 17 different countries
to compete, push themselves to the
limit and share some memorable time
together in the amazing city of Arcachon,
France, situated on the Atlantic ocean
coast.
Making a difference by innovating and
always being a step ahead in responding
to client and customer needs exemplifies
what Indigo is doing to make space for
the future.
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Creating Real

for Our Clients
By Tony DiPaolo (Senior Vice President)

I

n mid-July of 2010 I received a
phone call from Ben Greazel, a
friend of LAZ Parking and LAZ
Parking Realty Investments. Ben
explained that his friends owned
a parking garage and needed a
second opinion on how to best
operate it. Within two hours, I was
talking to those friends, Harlan and Jerry
Karp from Southblock Realty.
The Karps owned a mixed-use
development in the South Loop of
Chicago that included condos, retail and
a 285-space, self-park garage that was
being managed by another operator. The
garage was greatly underperforming and
their operator was not being helpful in
generating ideas or solutions to turn its
performance around. Within two weeks,
our team built a dynamic, asset-focused
proposal for the Karps that included
incentives focused on Net Operating
Income (NOI) growth that was fair for all
parties. They liked what they heard and
on September 1, 2010, LAZ became the
new operator for their garage.
The successes came fast and by the end
of our first calendar year of operations,
LAZ had increased the garage’s NOI by
21.5%. By the end of the initial contract
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term, the NOI had soared by 99.5% BOOM! The success was a welcomed
surprise to our new client who explained
that their original strategy was to sell the
condos to cover their equity investment,
sign strong retail leases that would
pay their mortgage and let the parking
garage provide them a solid return.

When we connect with
people on this personal
level, true friendship
and partnerships are
established.
Pre-LAZ, their strategy wasn’t working.
With the financial success we created,
they were able to refinance the building
into a better mortgage structure and
position themselves to sell when market
conditions improved.
This story is not just about dollars and
cents - profit and loss. Here’s where
“Making a Difference” comes into play. A

few years into our agreement, our General
Manager, Shannon Hamelin and I, took
the Karps out for a round of golf and I
got to spend the afternoon with Jerry. He
shared a personal story with me about
his family’s struggle with their daughter’s
illness as well as the financial challenges
associated with it. He further shared
that having a company like LAZ Parking
working with them helped ease some of
the professional worry and provided more
personal time to focus on the family.
The bottom line, at LAZ we don’t live our
lives to work; we work so we can live our
lives. The same is true for clients. As
Servant Leaders, we need to consider the
challenges and needs that our clients,
employees and partners have and explore
how we can help solve those problems
by being a friend, a trusted partner or just
someone they can talk with.
When we connect with people on this
personal level, true friendships and
partnerships are established. This is
where real value, new ideas and unique
opportunities are created. This is what
it means to work at LAZ Parking. Do
everything we can to “Make a Difference”
not only in 2016, but every day we wear
the LAZ blue!

Career Corner

Marissa Souza
(Talent Acquisition Manager)

I am Marissa Souza, Talent Acquisition
Manager out of our Home Office. I have
been hired to do a variety of tasks, but
most importantly to assist in creating
a pipeline of internal talent. Basically,
this means I’m here to help you take
advantage of all the career growth
opportunities available at LAZ. I have
had the chance to speak with several of
you, but now I would like to share some
information with ALL of you on how you
can grow YOUR career with LAZ.

Start the Conversation: First things first...
it’s important to speak with your manager
about where you want to be and/or how
you can get to the next level of your career.
To help with this initial step we’ve created
a ‘Ready for a Change?’ section on LAZ People where you can tell us where you would
like to be and what positions you are interested in. Once I receive this information, I set
up a call so that I can learn more about YOU! After our call...TA-DA! You are added to
our internal pipeline!
* msouza@lazparking.com
( (860) 522-7641 x7833

Talent Database: Many of your Talent Database Profiles have yet to be updated with
the correct information. I know, I know, it’s an administrative task but hey, if I can’t find
you, I can’t tell you about the exciting new things we have going on across the country!
The most important information is: your current title; if you would be willing to relocate
and to what destination. Then, under the ‘Skills’ section provide the industry you have
experience in (e.g., Airports, Hotels, Commercial, etc). Your Talent Database Profile
can be accessed through the Learning Center. If you’re having trouble finding that, fear
not, I am here to help! Via email or phone, we can chat about most anything!
Spread the Word: Not only am I responsible for gathering our internal talent pool, but
there are many positions that I am also trying to fill by searching externally. I’m not sure
about you, but I didn’t know a thing about LAZ Parking before I started working here.
Part of the external recruiting process is getting the LAZ name out there for the world to
see! Everyone I speak with has nothing but amazing things to say about their career at
LAZ, but the rest of the world has no idea how incredible it is to work for this company.
In order for us to spread the LAZ love across the nation, we need help. Thanks to
social media, YOU can help!
Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
YouTube and join us on
LinkedIn. Let’s SHARE what we post and
show the world that
we do much more than park cars!

Supporting
Our
Women
in Parking
Andi Campbell
(VP, Human Resources)
As a member of the Women in Parking
Board of Directors, I can assure you that
LAZ is an industry leader in our focused
efforts on attracting and retaining talented
women. And, we sure are committed to
continuing the effort! Here are some of
the things we are doing related to Women
In Parking:

1
2
3
4

LAZ University sponsored five
women to attend the annual
Women in Parking Conference
in Atlanta, GA in September.
Every month we continue
to participate in the Moxie
Exchange’s women’s leadership
workshops and LAZ pays for up
to 20 people to attend.
We have an online Tribe
dedicated to our women in
parking where people post
things that support women’s
success in the workplace.
We are cognizant to ensure
women are part of candidate
pools for all of our positions,
especially leadership positions.

LAZ loves our women in
parking! If you have any questions about
our initiatives, I encourage you to contact
me directly at acampbell@lazparking.
com.
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A First &
Last(ing) Impression
By Keith Kwasnik (Operations Manager)
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Best regards,
Lindsey Howard
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Anthony comes in each
day with unmatched
enthusiasm for his job
and epitomizes The
LAZ Way.

A

s Manager at St. Francis Hospital & Medical Center
and the Mount Sinai Rehabilitation Hospital in
Hartford, CT, I oversee five valet locations where
our main priority is customer service. As part of
the Healthcare Services division of LAZ Parking,
we often valet vehicles for patients who are sick,
disabled or in need of a great deal of assistance.
That’s why it is our job to guarantee the highest level
of compassionate and caring customer service. Our
goal is to make parking the easiest and least stressful aspect of
their hospital experience, all while making a positive first and
last impression.
I’d like to share an email (left) that our CEO and Founder, Alan
Lazowski, received from a patient’s daughter at the Mount Sinai
Rehabilitation Hospital about one of our valets, Anthony Lucas
(pictured above). I’ve only worked with Anthony for a short
period of time, but it didn’t take long to realize what a special
individual he is. Anthony always goes above and beyond to
assist patients and visitors and I am forever grateful for his hard
work. Anthony comes in each day with unmatched enthusiasm
for his job and epitomizes The LAZ Way.
My General Manager, Luis Henriques, always says, “We are
the first and the last impression.” We constantly reiterate this
statement to our valets because of the truth behind it. Ninetyfive percent of the time, these patients and visitors are coming
to the hospital to deal with situations that create a great deal of
hardship for themselves or their families. When they arrive to
find friendly, caring and compassionate valets, it can make such
a difference in their experience at the hospital. The same goes
for when they are departing. A smile can go a long way to help
minimize a stressful day or situation.
If we can all be as caring and compassionate as Anthony Lucas
was to that patient’s daughter, we can make a tremendous
impact on the people we serve at the curb. Carrying yourself in
a professional manner and exhibiting kindness doesn’t cost a
thing. We should all strive to make a difference in the lives of the
families we serve daily while we practice The LAZ Way, not only
when we have our uniforms on, but every day we are fortunate
enough to live our lives.
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The LAZ
Difference
Makes
A Difference
By Amanda Glick (Communications Specialist)
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On September 9, 2016, also known as
National Hug Your Boss Day (yes, that’s
a real holiday!), we launched our new
company video, “The LAZ Difference.” To
celebrate the reveal of the video, we knew
we had to do something different (no pun
intended). We also knew we wanted to

stay true to The LAZ Way and our 2016
company theme of Make A Difference, so
we came up with a plan.
Regional viewing parties were organized
across the country and LAZ family
members were invited to join together

on September 9th and watch with their
brothers and sisters (via teleconference)
from around LAZ Nation. Simultaneously,
for the first time ever, we secured a
national partnership with the Special
Olympics - a nonprofit organization very
near and dear to LAZ. We decided that

for every view our new video, “The LAZ
Difference” received on YouTube, LAZ
Parking would donate $1 (up to $25,000)
to the Special Olympics. AND, even better,
for every employee who attended one of
our regional viewing parties, we’d donate
$2 to the Special Olympics. The goal was

25,000 views for $25,000 to be raised and
donated.
We had over 500 employees attend the
regional viewing parties on September
9th and the video views started to
climb. LAZ family members, friends,
clients, customers
and social media
followers
were
encouraged
to
watch and share
the video so that
LAZ love would be
spread across the
world.
Ultimately,
our
Make A Difference
campaign
was
a huge success
and LAZ donated
$25,000 to Special
Olympics. The LAZ
Difference
video
continues to receive
more and more
views each day,
but, the campaign
wasn’t really about
the views. It was
about staying true
to who we are and it
was about making a
difference. The LAZ
Difference is not
about what we do,
but rather the way
we do it. We’re more than just the second
largest and fastest growing parking
company in the country, we believe that
the work we do and how we treat one
another can really Make a Difference.
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facebook.com/lazparking
twitter.com/lazparking
linkedin.com/company/laz-parking
instagram.com/laz_parking
youtube.com/theLAZway

